CELEBRATE DIVERSITY

MAKE WAY FOR LATINX VOICES WITH THE FOLLOWING TITLES.

FOR CHILDREN

Alma And How She Got Her Name - Juana Martínez-Neal
Be Bold! Be Brave! - Naibe Reynoso
Besos For Baby: A Little Book Of Kisses - Jen Arena
Carmelita Full Of Wishes - Matt De La Peña, Christian Robinson
Dreamers - Yuyi Morales
Efrén Divided - Ernesto Cisneros
Esperanza Rising - Pam Muñoz Ryan
Frida Kahlo And Her Animalitos - Monica Brown, John Parra
From North To South / Del Norte Al Sur - Rene Colato Lainez, Joe Cepeda
Gaby, Lost And Found - Angela Cervantes
Islandborn - Junot Díaz
Just Ask! Be Different, Be Brave, Be You - Sonia Sotomayor
La Princesa And The Pea - Susan Middleton Elyea
Last Stop On Market Street - Matt De La Peña
Lucia The Luchadora - Cynthia Leonor Garza, Alyssa Bermudez
Maria Had A Little Llama / Maria Tenía Una Llamita - Angela Dominguez
Maybe Something Beautiful: How Art Transformed A Neighborhood - F. Isabel Campoy
Merci Suarez Changes Gears - Meg Medina
My Colors, My World = Mis Colores, Mi Mundo - Maya Christina Gonzalez
My Name Is Celia/ Me Llamo Celia: The Life Of Celia Cruz/ La Vida De Celia Cruz - Monica Brown Rafael Lopez
My Papi Has A Motorcycle - Isabel Quintero, Zeke Peña
Niño Wrestles The World - Yuyi Morales
Pancho Rabbit And Coyote: A Migrant’s Tale - Duncan Tonatiuh
Pasando Páginas - Turning Pages - Sonia Sotomayor
Planting Stories : The Life Of Librarian And Storyteller Pura Belpre - Anika Denise
Quinito’s Neighborhood = El Vecindario De Quinito - Ira Cumpiano, Jose Ramirez
Sarai And The Meaning Of Awesome - Sarai Gonzalez
Separate Is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez & Her Family’s Fight For Desegregation - Duncan Tonatiuh
Soldier For Equality: José De La Luz Sáenz And The Great War - Duncan Tonatiuh
Stella Diaz Has Something To Say - Angela Dominguez
The Epic Fail Of Arturo Zamora - Pablo Cartaya
The First Rule Of Punk - Celia C. Pérez
The Great And Mighty Nikko - Xavier Garza
Vamos! Let’s Go To The Market - Raul Gonzalez
What Can You Do With A Paleta? = ¿Qué Puedes Hacer Con Una Paleta? - Carmen Tafolla

FOR TEENS

Clap When You Land - Elizabeth Acevedo
Gabi, A Girl In Pieces - Isabel Quintero
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter - Erika L Sánchez
Juliet Takes A Breath - Gabby Rivera
Lucky Broken Girl - Ruth Behar
Maximilian & The Mystery Of The Guardian Angel - Xavier Garza
Mexican White Boy - Matt De La Peña
My Family Divided - Diane Guerrero
The Call Me Güero - David Bowles
The Closest I’ve Come - Fred Aceves
The Distance Between Us - Reyna Grande
The Dreamer - Pam Muñoz Ryan
The Education Of Margot Sanchez - Lilliam Rivera
The Everything I Have Lost - Sylvia Zelény
The Inexplicable Logic Of My Life - Benjamin Alire Saenz
The Revolution Of Evelyn Serrano - Sonia Manzano
We Are Not From Here - Jenny Torres Sánchez
We Set The Dark On Fire - Tehlor Kay Mejia
Yaqui Delgado Wants To Kick Your Ass - Meg Medina